ConnectAlarm App
The all-new mobile app for PowerSeries Neo systems

Features That Make a Difference:
• Password-protected and permissions-based
• Multi-language app

Supported functions:
• Arm/disarm the full security system or individual partitions
• Control PGM input/output devices
• Alarm notifications and alerts
• Alarm-activated images for near-real-time visual verification
• Alarms and events history
• Device list, with status
• Device bypass
• Full partition support
• Panel/partition status

ConnectAlarm is a cloud-based mobile app that provides home and business owners with real-time control over their PowerSeries Neo security system, from anywhere, at any time. With the ability to remotely control and manage their security system via their mobile device, users can efficiently and independently optimize the security of their home or business.

Whether the PowerSeries Neo secures a large or small property, is connected to a monitoring service (CMS) or is self-monitored, ConnectAlarm delivers a new level of mobility, security and efficiency. Highly versatile and simple to operate, ConnectAlarm has extensive functionality. Users can arm/disarm the whole system or selected partitions from anywhere. Real-time alarm-generated images can be used for visual verification of an event, while alerts and notifications empower users to make informed decisions that increase the security of their property and first-responders’ effectiveness and safety.

How it works
The ConnectAlarm app connects to the user’s specific control panel through a dedicated server in the cloud, providing near-real-time visibility and control, with no need for communication via the CMS system.

Mobility
Using the mobile app end-users can conveniently control and manage their home or business security from anywhere, with reliable mobile connectivity to their security system via smartphone or tablet.

In addition to remotely arming or disarming the full security system or individual partitions, ConnectAlarm enables users to control programmable input/output devices (PGMs) such as smoke detectors, security doors, smoke machines, and elevators.

Security
ConnectAlarm provides alarm verification capabilities to end-users. Leveraging advanced PowerG wireless communication, real-time alarm-activated images and alerts are sent to the app. With near-real-time visibility and alerts, users can quickly understand what is happening onsite, no matter where they are, and react accordingly.

Efficiency
This level of mobility and security means home and business owners can go about their routine work and daily life with confidence that wherever they are, onsite or offsite, they and other authorized users can control and manage building security with minimal effort and time.

Compatibility
• Supports iOS 8.0 and Android 4.4 & up
• Works with PowerSeries Neo 1.3 & up
• Control and management of up to 8 PowerSeries Neo panels per mobile device
• Suitable for monitored and self-monitored systems
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